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By Mike McNamee
The MIT faculty Wednesday
took the work of seven months'
study by the Ad Hoc Committee
on International Institutional
Commitments and used it to set
up another ad hoc committee
for another year of study.
By a near-unanimous vote,
the faculty overrode the Ad Hoc
Committee's proposal for a
standing committee with broad
powers to investigate and review
eduresearch,
international
cation. and service agreements.
substituteng a temporary group
with curtailed authority to review projects for a year before
reporting again to the faculty.
The faculty also heard Chancellor Paul E. Gray's annual fall
report on the MIT budget and a
discussion of masters degree
programs in the School of
in a monthly
Architecture
meeting marked with the small
agendas and low attendance
typical of fall mreetings.
The vote to create a new Ad
Hoc Commrittee on International
(Commitments
Institutional
broughit an end to the sevenmonth task of the old group
Professor
chairman
under
This
Kindelberger.
Charles
dozen pieces of china for group, born in the debate over
$3,000, and $500 worth of glass- the Iranian nuclear engineering
program last spring, attempted
ware.
The Food Services lost almost - to devise a permanent procedure
as much last year from extra- for dealing with MIT's foreign
programs.
ordinary thefts. John McNeil,
Manager of the Student Center
Substitution of another study
Food Services, said that Lobdell group for the proposed standing
lost two cash registers valued at committee came after Kindel$3600 each and a meat slicer berger, following the form of his
worth $750. Although McNeil
report at the last faculty
and the other managers around meeting, offered a motion to
campus are worried about the deal with the educational aspects
silverware and crockery drain of international programs. This
Walker Manager Guy Guidone
which Kindleberger
motion,
recently ordered $3600 worth of termed "a slight expression of
such items - McNeil is especially- displeasure with the administration" for its handling of the
concerned about larger thefts.
McNeil believes the security
Iranian program, asked that the
faculty "remind its rnembers and
of the Student Center could be
the administration of the responimproved. "If people were
forced at certain hours of the sibilities of the Committee on
Graduate Student - Policy" in
night to enter through the front
better
would
be
think
it
door, I
dealing with graduate degree
for the whole building, not just
programs. The motion passed on
for food services." According to a voice vote with no discussion.
Kindleberger then offered his
Campus Police Chief James
second motion establishing a
Olivieri, the Center has three
entrances and five exits. McNeil
standing Committee on Interbelieves that thieves can slip in- national Institutional Commitin and out of side doors without
ments. The motion provided
whether
that "Initiators {Please turn to page 3}
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By Thomas Mayer
The fourth floor of the
student center is littered with
Lobdell trays and plates, and
some fraternities have entire
services of MIT Food Service
silverware. But the constant
drain of silverware and china still
puts a very small dent in Food
Services' budget.
Although the managers of
Food Service operations around
campus report steady losses of
every item, Director of Food
Services S. Edward Leonard
ordered less than $7,000 worth
of silverware, china, and glassware last year. According to
Leonard, that sum amounts to
about 1.3 per cent of Food
.Service's operating budget from
1974-75, a fraction similar to
the average at other schools of 1
to 1.5 percent.
Although the costs are relatively small, the sheer nurmbers
are staggering; Food Services last
year ordered' 6,001 dozen teaspoons, the largest part of a
silverware order that totalled
$3,400 for 6,685 dozen pieces.
Food Services also ordered 486

'No industry is evTer risk-free
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By Henry Fiorentili
(Second in a series)
"Nuclear reactor risks are small, relative to risks
in society today, and that risk is acceptable," says
Professor Norman C. Rasmussen, head of the MIT
Nuclear Engineering Department and director of
the WASH 1400 report. The report states that
"the results . . . suggest that the risk to the public
from potential accidents in nuclear power plants
are comparati vely small."
WASH 1400, which has become a major
support for the nuclear industry's safety darns,
said that the risk of operating nuclear reactors has
been predicted as "no larger, and in many cases
much smaller than (that) of non-nuclear accidents." and that "previous studies . . . deliberately
maximized the estimate of these consequences."
The new WASH 1400 was originally sponsored by
the Atomic Energy Commission (AFEC) and
completed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NR(C).
Risk, as defined in WASH 1400, involves both
the lkelihood and consequences of an event. The-

predicted frequency of any of 100 reactors causing
a fatality of more than 100 persons is less than one
in 100,000, contrasted to total air crashes, which
have a frequency of one in five per year for the
same fatality rate. In another example, the
frequency-fatality curve of 100 nuclear reactors,
plotted against that of natural events, shows that
meteorite risk closely approximates that of nuclear
risk.
"No major industry can be operated at the zero
risk rate," Rasmussen explained. "You take your
chances walking across the street.'"As there have
been no significant releases of radioactivity from
any US reactors, the risks in WASH 1400 had been
estimated, rather than measured directly. 'This
employs reliability assessment, In which mniethodology can predict probability.
The dividing line of the nuclear safety factions
seems to be the probability prediction, and the
acceptance of those risks. As Rasmussen said, "a
majority of those who are in a position to evaluate
the situation say that reactors are safe." The
report was not completely satisfied with everything
{Please turn to page 3)

faculty or administration - of
projects involving international
commitments by
contractual
hIT... should notify" the
nine-member committee. The
committee "shall review such
projects and may inform the
initiators... of its views respecting the appropriateness of
the proposed commitments.''
Kindleberger's motion was
opposed. however, by Professor
Eugene Skolnikoff. director of
the (Center for International
Studies, who offered a substitute
standing
for
the
charge
committee. Skolnikoff's charge
"urged" the administration to
"keep the commnittee informed
of prospective commitments,"

and provided for periodic reveiw
of "the scale and nature of
MIT's international'--contractual
commitments" by the group.
"For the first ime (in the
proposal), the
Kindleberger
faculty is creating a standing
committee to judge political
aspects of research and programs," Skolnikoff said. "The
question of just what is 'approsuddenly
becomes
priate'
crucial. I'm very concerned at
seeing a faculty comnlttee's
considerations being based on
political grounds."
of
discussion
Although
wording of the two proposals
occupied almost an hour. Skolni(Please turn to page 2j

Seenatfe cuts may cost
40% of cll Lincoln jobs
By Mike McNamee
moves that
C ong ressional
could result in a 40 percent cut
in personnel at MIT's Lincoln
Laboratories are being followed
closely -- and with some trepidation - by Institute officials.
Pique over the controversial
activities of "think tanks" like
the Rand Corporation and the
Center for Naval Analyses has
led the Senate to cut $26.5
million from the funds expected
to go to nine Federal Research
Contract Centers (FCRCs).
Although the Senate's
budget-cutting language is'clearly aimed at reducing "overlap"
between policy studies made in
the think tanks and in the Pentagon itself, the cuts could have
serious effects on physical research done for the-'military at
Lincoln and the MITRE Corporation of Bedford.
And MIT officials are concerned. Chancellor Paul E. Gray
'54 says he and other administrators have been in contact "with
everyone in the House and
Senate who could possibly help
us" in stopping the budget
moves which might mean
January pink slips for 40 percefnt
of Lincoln's employees.
The cuts have made it out of
the Senate Defense Appropriations subcommittee, where
they -were originally proposed,
and were included Tuesday
when the full Senate approved

the $112billion defense budget
bill with an 87-7 vote. The bill
must now go to a House-Senate
conference committee, where
the FCRC cuts will be one of
many differences between the
two houses: budgets that must
be resolved.
The cut in the $285 million
FCRC funds for July,. 1975
through September, 1966, is
aimed at "soft studies and
analyses," according to Doug
Allen, research and development
expert for the Senate Defense
Appropriations Committee.
"Many of the Senators looked at
the studies being done by Rand
and the Naval Center (CNA) and
saw that they could be done as
well - and cheaper - by the
Pentagon itself," he explained.
"It doesn't seem proper to contract them out."
The appropriations bill's language does say that the cuts are
aimed at reducing duplication.
But the cuts, if passed, are going
to be made by several processes,
and physical research centers
might suffer along with think
tanks.
"If it goes through as written,
and if the cuts are made across
the board, pro rata on each
FCRC," Gray said, "and if they
are applied to personnel" which makes up more than half
of Lincoln's defense expenditures - "the effect on our bud(Please turn to page 7)
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sponsibilities for undergraduate
housing formerly held by
Wheatley.
In her new capacity, Seelinger
will have "pritnary responsibility" for the graduate housing
system and for the publication
of the GraduateResidence booklet, as well as for the "administrative aspects" of the undergraduate system.
The student intern would be

By Gerald Radack
Alice Seelingeer has been appo)inted Assistant' Dean for
Student Affairs to fill a position
left vacant by Nancy Wheatley
'71, who left to become a
regional director of the Alumni
Office
The Dean's office also recently announced a search for a
graduate student intern who
would assume most of the re-

"7 a 'red in c rear,

'ra~y vvazns ac u tv
(Continued firom page 1)
was .never
proposal
koff's
seriously opposed. After Skolnikoff accepted a change, suggested by several professors,
from a standing comittee to an
ad hoc group, the faculty
accepted his motion, with Kindleberger and several other committee members joining in to
defeat their own proposal.
Budget talk
Earlier, Gray had told the
faculty that control of "dynamic
cause balanced
that
forces
budgets to come unbalanced"
was the administration's goal in
dealing with the Institute's
financial. crisis. '"The cost of
standing still at MIT - adding no
new programs, just financing
what we have - is about $S1.4
rmillion greater deficit each
year," Gray told the faculty.
"And signs are that actual rise in
deficit is more like S2 million
per year - and rising to S2.5
million."
Gray said the administration
was pursuing five measures aimed
at increasing revenue while
and
expenditures
cutting
incurring no new expenses:
Checking increases in
salaries by limiting raises to
r-

Are you interested in changing
places with a student from
another college or university
during lAP? One-for-one exchanges can be arranged through
the Foreign Study Office, Room
7-108, Ext. 3-5243.
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for one year) from the
Boston Globe. will host
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period beginning at
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WANTED: MALE SUBJECTS, Age
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responsible for the "day to day"
aspects of undergraduate housing, Seelinger said. "Nancy
(Wheatley) went to most of the
dorm corn meetings," Seelinger
notedc citing this as an example
of the duties of the intern.
One of the projects Seelinger
,expects -the Dean's office to
work on is computerization of
the assignments of freshmen to
dormitories. There is also a
"paper flow problem that we
need to address," she said.
Seelinger will continue in her
current position as Administrative Officer of the Dean's
Office, which involves handling
of budget and personnel matters,
she says.

"about 9 percent" this year;
- Reducing program expenditures by a net amount of
about S2 to S2.5 million,
educational
in
especially
support;
- Increasing tuition by 5 to 8
percent - about $200 on the
current $3750 annual tuition:
- Increasing enrollment by
an average of 100 graduate and
100 undergraduate students each
year until 400 to 500 of each
have been added to 1973-74
levels;
- Raising endowment funds
through the MIT Leadership
Campaign, a $225-million fund
drive announced last spring; and
- Increasing income from
endowment through review of
invest ments.
Gray said fiscal 1977, which
begins in July, ''iscertain to be a
year of red ink," but that 1978
"showed promise for bringing
the Institute's budget back into
balance.
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(Continued from page 1)
examined; as Rasmussen
oted, WASH 1400 "did point
Lut what plant parts are too
sky, though no major change in
tfety effort seems warranted."

Because reactors contain, only 3
to 5 percent as much Uranium235 as is used in nruclear
weapons, a reactor simply could
not explode like a bomb.
Regarding the safety of the

The WASH 1400 report inpl,-

nuclear industry, Rasmussen
insurance claim has
"no
of60people,
a total
)Ived
said,
- made to date for injury
been
from radioactivity." While many
lawsuits are currently -filed

over 70
crmprisingmprising
70 years of
Lan-effort, and cost about $4
illion. In addition'to covering
ie failure of components such
mpn
ie su sh
;, pipes, pumps and valves, the
hpor estimaterd the likelithed
aerrors and the ikelifood of
?-aking its models.
The risk incurred in operating
nuclear reactor comes from the
-lease of radioactivity, which
ould only occur by the melting
,f the atomic fuel core. With
00 reactors in operation - the
JASH 1400 standard for 1980 he predicted chance of such a
:bre melt is one im 200 per year.

.-

leaders as
against such industry
Rasmussen says
etinghuse
Westinghouse, Rasmussen says
that most of these are' "just
about fuel prices. In Westinghouse's case, many of the
are because they
problems
(Westinghouse) contracted to
sell plutonium at one price, and
when the fuel cost doubled, they
were caught in the middle

he said, "They are spending
sixty to seventy million dollars a
year on reactor safety research,
and that's a considerable
invest ment."
While the AEC's reputation
may have been marred by claims
corruption,
internal
of
Rasmussen was quick to point
out that "No high level NRC
people are associated with the
nuclear industry, or are in any
position to benefit improperly
from bias action."
aWqPlvsw
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said that the
Rasmussen
government is not slacking off
its responsibility in the area of
nuclear safety;on the contrary,
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silverware
could talk to every diner about

(Continued froarpage 1)
)eing seen. Although the basenent kitchen door is locked, he
aid that people who.'want to get
n can break the lock, and then
eave by a side exit.
McNeil and the other mana;ers are concerned about the
:onstant drain of silverware and
,rockery, but they see no way to
;top it. McNeil said he couldn't,
alame any one group for taking
;ilverware, plates, or trays rather, the problem lies with the
fIT community as a whole.
McNeil, Leonard, and Food
Service personnel in general
believe that the problem is that
members of the MIT Community don't realize what they
are doing when they take plates
and trays and don't bring them
back. McNeil believes that if he

not service charges

El Traditional HP quality craftsmanship.

the problem of taking silverware,
the losses would lessen. "But
how do you get in touch with
everybody?"
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Letters to 'fhoe

Admissions Efforts
To the Editors:
Phil Hampton's Black Side
articles in The Tech have highlighted the fact that the number
of entering minority underraduates over the past 5 years
has slipped froi t-he highs of
190 9 and 1970. This phienomenon has occurred at other
- universities
to greater or less
extent in this same time period.
There is indeed a problem.
He also stated that both the
BSU and the Admissions Office
"profess the same goal - to
increase the number of minority
students in the MIT conimmunitv." The statement of conimmitment comes not only from
this office but from the senior
officers of the Institute.
He has heard me say that in
the next few years the number
of MIT qualified (prepared)
minority students is limited and
will remain limited until major
changes take place in the
secondary schools across this
country. The short term problem for a selective college is to
attract the maximum number of
the qualified students. For the
longer term we must search for
ways to impact on young men
and women now in the 8th and
9th grades so that they will be
qualified upon graudation from
high school.
If I read his comments
correctly, we do have differences
of opinion about the operation
of an admission office, be it
staffing or the most effective
methods to get- the most applicants from a limited pool of
minority high-school graduates.
For the past years, MIT has
experimented with a broad range
of recruiting techniques in an
effort to find the most effective.
Those that have worked are
being intensified, those that have
not worked have been dropped.
This year's use of the CEEB
Search List with regular iailings

to potentially qualified minority
students (4600), a letter to their
parents and a variety of more
personal follow-ups is as wellfocused an effort as has been
made'at anytime.'
At all tinmes our selection
process has identified outstanding individuals with strong
backgrounds in nlath and
science. In situations where
potential can be recognized, we
seek to identify those minority
and non-minority students who
can benefit by the experiences
available at MIT and to offer
them admission. To offer admission to unqualified students
would be a mistake for the
Institute and a tragedy, for the
persons involved.
The search for a new staff
member (Assistant Director of
Admissions) has involved contacts with minority oriented organizations such as NSSFNS and
ABC which work across the
country, efforts by the office of
Special Assistant for Minority
Affairs. discussions with t he Admissions Offices in other universities, in addition to the MIT
Personnel Office's regular contacts. Over twenty five persons
have
been interviewed and
seemingly countless resumes
reviewed. The initial interviewing was conducted primarily by
myself but included minority
and non-minority staff members.
The five finalists have talked
with students and staff.
Over the years the Admissions Office has found very
valuable the suggestions and the
volunteered efforts of MIT
students (minority and nonminority), the faculty and the
staff of the Institute as we have
sought to attract, to Cambridge,
the best high school students. I
hope this will continue.
Peter H. Richardson
Directorof A dmissions
Nov. 20, 1975
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The faculty suites ci fraud
By Michael McNamee
The faculty's gutting of the
work of the Ad Hoc Committee
on International Institutionai
Commitments at Wednesday's
meeting was at the very least a
considerable waste of time.
C(omparison of the debate last
spring, when the Iranian nuclear
engineering program first made
the faculty aware of the need for
a look at foreign programs, and
the discussion this week'shows
that the new ad hoc committee
the faculty has established could
have been set up seven months
ago.
Unfortunately. there's a lot
more wrong with the faculty's
decision than just the wastefulness. For had the faculty created
as worthless, powerless a body as
the new ad hoc committee last
spring when interest in the
"foreign policy" issue was high,
its act would have been regarded
-and rightly so - as a victory
for those who wanted the furor
to go away so the Institute
wouldn't ever. give a second
thought to its dealings with dictators, corrupt regimes, and
shady governments.
It's hard for anyone who sat
through
the interminable
meetings last spring to believe
that MIT faculty members could
so quickly forget the issues and
questions raised in the wake of
the Iran program. It would seem
impossible that the same faculty
which grew so incensed over that
program would be so willing to
create a group powerless to prevent the abuses they saw there.
Incredibly, the faculty has set
the idea of review and countrol
of foreign programs back, not
forward, after seven months of
work aimed at increasing that
control.
The proposal the faculty
adopted substituted a temporary
group for a permanent one. Instead of saying the administration and faculty initiators
"should notify" the committee
- or "shall notify," as was originally proposed - of prospective
co mmitments, the substitute
says the administration
"is
urged" to let the committee
know what's going on -- thus at
one stroke absolving faculty
members of any responsibility to
notify the group and curbing the
likelihood of the Administration
doing so for them. Instead of a
mandatory role for the comnmittee in every proposal of substance, we have a groupe that
"shall stand ready on request to
consult" with the people who
have the greatest stake in immediate approval - and minimal
discussion - of a potentially
controversial program.
To pretend that the faculty

has taken meaningful action to
deal with the problems of
international commitments is a
cheap fraud and a deception. To
assume that. the interests of the
whole community have been
protected in that minor-league
debating society called the
faculty meeting is to make a
mockery of all ideas of representation and fair discussion for the
non-faculty
portion of the
Institute.
The proponents of the the
weak committee have their
reasons, of course. With the
hubbub over the Iranian program and, later, the proposed
Saudi Arabian pact, the faculty
is sensitized to the issues, they
department would hesitate to
bring forward a proposal which
threatened to be controversial or
embarrassing.' They don.'t ex-

Saudi talks where the explosive
question of anti-Semetic discrimination was at issue.-Or why
after all that "sensitizing," President Wiesner was as closemouthed as ever, refusing to
release any documents associated with the talks.
Professor Skolnikoff,
who
proposed the weakened committee, was also concerned about
the "implied endorsement" of
programs that would result when
a committee required to review
all proposals slips up and lets
some through without thorough
study. Such an overworked committee, he suggests, would be
worse than nothing at all. As a
political scientist, Skolnikoff
should have been aware of the
broad "implied endorsement"
implicit in establishing a mechanism - even a.-powerless, bypassed mechanism - to deal

plain, of course, why the Iranian
program wasn't brought forward
to any of the faculty committees
which might have had power' to
review it - the Committee on
Graduate School Policy, to name
one - or why it took investigative reporting by The Tech to
reveal that pro-gram. Nor do they
explain why members of the
Nuclear Engineering Department
where the proposal was
discussed for weeks - were still
expressing shock that anyone
would consider their plans ":controversial" months after the
storm broke.
Most damning ot all, they
don't -- can't - explain why
weeks after the Iranian debate,
at a time when 'sensitivity"
should have been at its highest,
it took a report in The New
York Times
to reveal the

with' an issue. Unfortunately,
having given the. committee's
"implied endorsement" to the
idea that MIT is in fact reviewing
international .programs'
Skolnikoff is unwilling to give
that committee the least chance
of substantiating its "approval"
in any cases except those set up
on a, silver platter by the
administration.
The
final argument,
of
course, is the faculty's abhorrance of politics. Beware of
putting a group whose delibera-'
tions might be affected by
politifcal considerations "in the'
loop" of decision-making on
research, education and service,
Skolnikoff warns,. for in that
you will surely trespass on the
most inviolate of faculty privi-leges - the righ to sell research
(Please turn to page 5)
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Faculty self-interest scores
- (ContinuedJfom page 4)

to the highest bidder. bar none.
Leave aside the basic political
question of -why MIT is working
for Shlahs and Kings. CIAs and
DoDs, who have money and
power, and not for opposition
groups and out-of-power (and
possibly imprisoned) politicians,
who have none: leave aside the
fact that half - three-quarters otf the members of Skolnikoff's
department are up to their necks
in politics, professionally and
personnally, and love it; leave
aside the whole political structure that determines who will be
powerful in the research and
academic worlds, who will be in
and who out, and why Skolnikoff, for example, can get
contracts that other people can't
- leave all those questions aside,
and just address the idea of why
President Wiesner was applauded
and praised when he applied a
purely political criterion on
discrimination to the Saudi contract - and lost it. Explain that,
in a faculty that abhors politics.
It's bad enough that there are
no real reasons for weakening
this committee, for gutting its
powers. What-is worse - criminal, in the context of recent
history - is that proponents of
less oversight and less review
can't even assure us that we have
any hope of better action from
individual faculty in the future.
Indeed,- the evidence is all1
against it - there was no feeling
evident among the Institute's s
nuclear engineers, even after all
the discussion, that they would
have handled the Iran program 1
any differently. And when II
interviewed Professor William 1
Seifert, who worked for five e
i
years on a contract with Saudi[i
r-

---

'"

review of
Arabia, after the 'talks fell allow "occasional'
through, it certainly did not "selected programs, without, of
seem that the victory of the course, looking at everythirg.
Institute's moral - and political
But if you define the com- principle compensated him for
munity as I define it, allow it to
the loss of his effort.
include a few people who aren't
What went wrong'? Well, first
of all, the faculty's pique and hung up in their own work and
who are interested in what MIT
wounded feelings at being left
as an' institution is up to, you
a
program
Iran
the
out of
will realize that that isn't what
programi that had to be discovthe community asked for last
ered by students, revealed by
spring. The community was
students, and first attacked by
looking -- mostly with
-instead
With
off.
worn
have
students
outrage - on the Iran program.
them have gone the enraged
It was asking for some way,
arguments about "irregularities"
some measures, to ensure that
their
and "poor procedures;" in
such a program wouldn't reach
that
realization
a
come
has
place
such a state with so little dismoves to restrict someone.else's
cussion ever again. tven if it
work will put a damper on their
Ineant looking at every proposal.
selling of themselves.
every contract, every suggestion.
And if the faculty present
had any trouble seeing which
What is the tfinal outomne of'
side their bread was buttered on.
faculty's action?' Besides
the
to
ready
was
the administration
help. Wiesner, who has hardly gutting the colmmittee, the faculbeen known for impartial, even- ty has put off serious considerahanded chairing of past meet-, tion of pernlanent nmeasures to
ings, was even more blatant than deal with the abu.ses revealed in)_
usual in pointing- out that he March. 1975. to at least Noveimdidn't want anything that might ber. 197(6. Wittingly or not, the
faculty has provided tfor discustie his hands. And Chancellor
Paul Gray provided the useful Sion of such measures to come
service, through his budget talk when menmory of the mllajor
earlier, of making the neccessity abuses will have fadiled into the
of more and bigger contracts warm glow that eventually enclear - just as he -did last spring wraps the most traumatic events
even. for example. the "Time
when, just before the faculty
lrouble" anti-war actions andi
ot
repudiate
voted on whether to
the Iran program, he got up to protests. And like tile issues
tell them how any move on this raised in those turbulent times.
shunted
contract would affect other which were forgotten
witharose
they
whenever
aside
of
course,
contracts - including,
violence.
accompanying
the
out
voting.
members
the
those of
IThe passage of time has and eventually lost, the quesallowed the faculty to blur over tions of international commitnlents will become vapors blown
the points made last spring.
by the rhetoric of "faculty
away
far
so
went
member
One faculty
as to say-that the community tfreedon"' -- all in the interests
bidder.
to I -otf the highest
"had asked" for procedure
--C--U·
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The combination of a Highly sophisticated sound system and
an electrifying dance floor generates an exciting, uninhibited
atmospher&.
We are located near downtown Boston on the Fort Point
Channel across the Sutmmer Street at 25 Necco Street.
It has to be seen to be believed!
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TWOUIl a
nvo-Year cholarsslp
Worsh

Up to

$10,000

Intlere~stUou?

A Challeg

An Opportuimty_ fr 45

HlS-ly Quaifed $ophoneo

Upon graduation, you are commissioned as
an Officer in the U.S. Navy. And from then on
your career can take you anywhere in the world,
in a variety of fulfilling jobs.
Those who apply for the NPCS ProgTam
have a particular challenge ahead of them: The
Navy's Nuclear Power ProgTam. Not everyone
who applies makes it: the men in charge of
more than two thirds of our country's nuclear
reactors must be a very special breed. Final
acceptance into the Navy's Nuclear Power
Program is determined during your Senior year
after an interview in Washington with the
Director, Division of Naval Reactors.
A two-year scholarship worth up to $10,000.
A unique opportunity to serve as an Officer in the
U.S. Navy. You'll want to act now. The deadline
for acceptance is MIay., 1976- and once the
quotas are filled, you'll have lost your chance to
earn yourself a scholarship.
If you think you've got what it takes to
qualify, fill out and mail the coupon beloxw, contact
either your local Naval Recruiting District or the
Professor of Naval Science on your campus, or
call 800-841-8000, toll-free, anytime.

If you're the kind of person we're looking
for, you've already started to think about what
you'd like to do after graduation.
If a scholarship leading to a career as an
Officer inl the U.S. Navy .appeals to you, you'll find
this message well worth reading.

Two-Year r1

S&lrsifp$s

The opportunity is very attractive. If you're
selected, we'll provide full tuition during your
Junior and Senior years, pay for your books and
educational fees, and give you $100 a month for
10 months each year to help cover your living
expenses.
There are two different programs you can
apply for. The first is the Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate Scholarship Program (NPCS). To
qualify, you ihust have one semester each of
calculus and physics (or two semesters of
calculus) and have a B-minus average or better.
It is open to men only.
The other progiam is the Two-year NROTC
Scholarship Prog-ram. The only difference in the
qualifications is that you must have a C average
(2 . 3 out of 4.0) or better: It is open to men and
w\omen.
For both prog~rams, you'll need to pass Navy
qualification tests. And, quite frianldy, it xwill help
if your major is math, physical science, or
engineering.

The Currculum .
After you're accepted, you begin with sixw'eeks of training next summer at the Naval
Science Institute at Newport, R.I. During your
final two years of college, you take several
required courses in math, physics, and Naval
Science. You also go on a summer cruise prior to
your Senior year. (Of course, you're paid for all
your sullmer duty.)

Job

I The NavAy

IIi
I

MAILTO: Capt. H.C. Atwood, Jr., U.S. Navy
NAVY OPPORTUNITY INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000
Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803
Dear Sir:
I am a College Sophomore: Please send me more information on
the two-year scholarships available. I am interested primarily in:
L Two-year NROTC Scholarship Programs
(including nuclear option). (OK)
Li General NROTC information. (OT)
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L I don't want to wait. Call me at the number above. (¢K)
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Lincoln watching budget
with'eye to job loses
(Con tinued fromn page I
geting will be staggering."
The effects will be multiplied
by the fact that the cuts are
retroactive to July 1. Considering the Senate's delay in getting
a defense appropriation bill, the
weeks or even months which
might pass before House and
Senate agree on a final defense
budget, and the-notice Lincoln is
required to give laid-off empioyees, it may be March or
April before personnel cuts will
be made. And since the Labs
have been .spending money
which they expected to receive
since July, each week of delay
multiplies the effect of the cuts
on the Labs.
"There is -some talk of a
compromise to spread out the
effects so they don't have to be
taken all at once," Gray told
The Tech. "But these items are,
in view of the whole military
budget, so close to the decimal
point that it's hard to interest
the average congressman in these
things."
M assachusetts congressmen,
however, are taking serious interest. Representative
Paul
Tsongas, who said he was told
the -budget cuts might mean loss
of 1000 jobs in his BedfordLexington district, called the
cuts -"an economic nightmare."
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advertising
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MULBERRY TYPING STUDIO
864-6693
10c Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, Ma. (in the Real Paper
Office Bldg.)
Technical typing, theses, resu-

mes,

reports -

Brooke doesn't expect to
fully stop the cuts, however.
"We aren't going to end up With
everything - we just hope to end
up in a better position than
we're in," the aide explained.
The "better position" Brooke
hopes for, he said', is a way of
slowing down the cuts and
easing the effects over two or
three years rather than having
them hit all at once. "We're
working out some kind of understanding," Allen agreed.
With the Senate completion
of the budget bill Tuesday, the
conference committee is expected to convene after the Thanksgiving recess early in December.
If the committee can get a report that will satisfy both houses
without too much struggle t he
fate of the FCRC budget might
be settled before Christmas.
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Dokn't buy Jaense
or Russian iproducts.

The Tech has an immediate
opening for an artist. Pay is
negligible, but the opportunities are great.
Interested? Stop by The Tech
any Wednesday or Sunday
evening.
-

-

SAVE THE
WHALES

The Tech is looking for a fast,
dependable typist. Four days/
week; hours flexible. We will
-teach you to use our equipment.
Call'253-1541.
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Friends of the Earth
Massachusetts Branch
MIT Ecology Action/W20-002

F

typing too! Editing/Proofreading; Transcribing; Foreign
language typing and translation.
Trust your words to us!

1975

Mandarin and Szechuen
Tel: 646-6897
646-6901
434 MassachusettsA venue
A rlington Centre
Open seven days a week:
Sun-Thurs: 11: 30am-10:O0pm
Fri-Sat: 1 : 30am-1 1:00pm

L

and iust plain

-

'n-,

SHANGHAI VILLAGE;

Stereo Equipment for 'sale,
25-50% off on most brands. All
cartons
with ' cards.
Full
warranty; one day delivery, 30
day exchange on defective units.
Call
Bob, 253-4242
(keep
tryinao.

And Senator Edward Brooke has
been involved in strategy sessions to -stop the cuts in HouseSenate conference.
"We didn't make an effort to
stop the cuts when the bill was
on the floor," a Brooke aide
explained.' "There was a decision, instead, to concentrate on
conference committee wh'ere we
have a better chance to deal with
the' cuts that we're interested
in."
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'SAVE TlfE WHALE'
Buttons. Bumper Strips,
and Information
at Thle Ecology

Info. Office
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Write your congressman in support of Hi Res. 448 and SJ Res. 81 - to ban
the import of 100-200 million dollars worth of fish products from those
companies engaged in whaling.
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91 BLANCHARD RD. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
(617) 492-2424
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Outfiters for all sports
Boys and Girls

I

Expert Skate Sharpening
Tennis Stringing
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* BELL BOTTOMS
* LEVI'S
e LEE'S
* WRANGLER'S

* ARMY COMBAT
FATIGUE PANTS 7.95

Central
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Was Marx a Satanis9ai?
I
by Rev. Richard Wurmbrand
Was Marx a member of a London
based Satanist Sect? Were hymns I11L
of praise to the Devil sung in his I home? Why atheism is the key to I I
Marxist philosophy!
This book
will prove sensational!! It is the result of a research
never attempted before into the
early writings of Marx and his
close associates, focusing on their
anti-religious beliefs,
II am enclosing,

post paid
l
copy for _
books.
II
IS1.75
per cassette for
copies4 I
I
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plus

frosty pitcher of beer
plus

Steak, 1 pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

EMER
O$NS
Cocktails. wine and beer available.
Framingham-- 1280 Worcester Road ( Route 9) -- 879-5102
Peabody - Routes 1 & 128N--5 35-0570
Newton -- 114 Beacon Street-at 4 Corners-- 965-3530

Many MIT Departments and Labs have used our
services for over 10 years.
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all the salad you want to make.

Fabricators of "Rector".

~
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- plus
golden brown French Fries

Machine Shop Facilities
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Adelicious Sirloin Steak

All Metals including Exotic Metals
-Vacumn Chambers and Systems
Prototypes and General Fabrication

aI

,,,

Sat 9 to 5 PM
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Atom ic Ltd. Inc.

876-8530
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27 Tudor St., Camnbridge, MA
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Within walking distance of MIT
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FRI 11 to 9 PM

I

Enclose check with order.I
Mail to: Diane Books
I
IP.O. Box 488. Glendale, Ca. 912091
I
,
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Welding and Fabrication

L

11 to 6 PM
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Central Square,
Cambridge

MON to THURS

Lawrence-

1sl

75 Winthrop Avenue (Route 114)-687-1 191

Randolph- 493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128) -986-4466
East Providence_
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1940 Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 & 1-A)
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By Chris Donnelly
The varsity sailing team completed the fall season last weekend, placing fourth in the FiskeHarriman-Sleigh Trophy for the
Atlantic Coast Championship.
Coast Guard hosted the regatta sailed in International 12
dinghies. The twelve-school field
included the top six schools
from New England and the top
six from the Middle Atlantic
states. During the two day
sdominated by strong winds, a
complete round robin of twelve
races awas sailed in each division.
Bill Critch '77 with crew

2 n rzs ce regattar
Audrey Greenhill '79' placed
third in A-Division, while Gary
Smith '78 with Spahr Webb '78
crewing finished fourth in BDivision.
New England schools dominated the regatta, taking the top
five spots. Harvard won the
trophy with 91 _points, followed
by Tufts (109), URI (i 24), MIT
( 131), and Dartmouth ( 143).
The MIT team, unranked at
the beginning of September, is
expected to be ranked twelfth
nationally based on their performance this fall. The sailois will
open their season next spring
with a new fleet of Tech

By Glenn Brownstein
They call it The Game up here. Once in a while, like this year,
it's for the Ivy League championship, but most of the time it
doesn't matter if the game is a battle between first place teams or
fifth place teams. Tomorrow there may be as many as 70,000
people in Yale Bowl to see it.
in the Midwest, tomorrow's Ohio State-Michigan football
game is treated with the same kind of devotion as New
Englanders treat the Harvard-Yale showdown. Almost every year
it seems the Big Ten title comes down to this final game. Last
year two Ohio State students put an ad in the campus newspaper
offering to sell two choice seats for $10,000 (that's right, ten
thousand dollars). As the highest offer they got was a mere
$3000, they decided to go the game instead.
And what about USC-UCLA, or Oklahoma-Nebraska, or
Texas-Texas A&M, or even Williams-Amherst? Why does football
produce more than its share of great college rivalries?
My guess is that it's the nature of football more than anything
else, the spectacle of teams from two different schools battling
for glory on the field of honor, or something like that.
That's not my point, though. What I'm saying is that almost
every school in the country has a "traditional" rivalry with some
other school, and not necessarily in football. Take Boston
University-Boston College in hockey, or North Carolina-North
Carolina State in basketball, or Maryland-Johns Hopkins in
lacrosse.
I may be missing something obvious, but can anyone tell me
about a current long-time rivalry between MIT and another
school in any sport; I can think of MIT-Brandeis recently in
basketball, or, even more recently, MIT-Eastern Nazarene in
women's volleyball, but that's about all.
Don't get me wrong. MIT doesn't need a football team and all
the headaches involved with running a very expensive program. It
may be the philosophy of MIT athletics that precludes a chance
of any real rivalry, except maybe a desire to knock off Harvard
once in a while, although I seriously doubt if Harvard treats the
games the same way we do.
They call Harvard-Yale The Game up here. We don't have a
"Game" at MIT, but we also don't have athletic scholarships, $5
basketball tickets, or only six varsity sports because football
depletes the athletic budget so much. There's a basic choice that
has to be made, and there's still SAE-LCA in football, or
Baker-LCA in hockey or basketball ...

Dinghies. Due to technological
advances, the new dinghies will
be lighter, yet stronger than the
old Tech Dinghies.
1
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There will be an IM Council meeting at 7pm Sunday in
the Varsity Club Lounge.
Managers will be elected in
table tennis, badminton.
water polo, squash, and chess.
The newly organized MIT
Figure Skating Club will hold
its first meeting on Sunday,
Nov. 30 from 11:30am-lpm
at the MIT ice rink, weather
permitting.
To join, you must own a
pair of figure skates and an
athletic card and be able to
skate forward comfortably.
Meetings will be on Sundays
from 11:30-1 and most will
feature mini-classes. For more
info call Esther Horwich at
dl 5-851 2.
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Sheila Luster '78, shown here spiking against Eastern Nazarene in
the state volleyball finals, Linda Yester '76, and Kathy Mensler '77
were named to the Massachusetts All-Star Volleyball team. MIT's
squad completed its season last week with a 13-1 record and two
tournament titles.
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Saturday, November 22
V Pistol: Newark College of Engineering @ 9.00am
V Rifle: Maine, Dartmouth (
Norwich
q·1~-n
II
I
II
[ rl
I'
,;I
In last Friday's_ IM
Roundup, it was erroneously
reported that Phi Gamma
Delta won the IM Crosscountry "living group" team
championship. Biology, not
FIJI, was the meet team
winner as no "'livinggroup"
title was contested this year.
Also, the pictures of Engineer
harriers
Frank
Richardson '77 and Courtney
McCracken '76 were inadvertently switched in the last
issue. Richardson is acutally
in the upper' photo, and
McCracken in the lower. The
Tech regrets the errors.
i

Sunday, November 23
V Basketball: Acadia @7:00
Tuesday, December 2
V Basketball: Brandeis @ 3: 15
(JV @ 6:15)
Hockey: Tufts @7:00
V/J V Squash: Dartmouth @
4:00
W Swimming: Wheaton, SMU @
7:00
V Wrestling: New Hampshire @
7:00
Wednesday, December 3
W Basketball: Clark @ 7:30
V Fencing: Harvard @ 7:00
JV. Squash @ Phillips ExeterV Swimming @ Tufts
Thursday, December 4
W (JV) Basketball: Gordon @
7:30
W Fencing: Radcliffe @ Rhode
Island College
V Squash: Navy @ 5:30

Tryouts for MIT Commnunity League Hockey will be
held from 8-1 1pm on Wed.,
Nov. 26 and Sun. Nov. 30 at
the MIT ice rink.
The Community League
features high-level club play
(includingsome intercollegiate
scrimmages) and an intramural
schedule that is conducted
approximately twice a week.
Although the league is primarily for staff and graduate
students, any member of the
MIT community is welcome
to try out. For more info call
Ken Okin at x3-7813.
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I~~f Ba-sketball resultv
Aleague
Beppo Nali 56-54 Delta Tau Delta
FIJI 'A' 49-31 Last TAngo
Alpha Tau Omega 52-41 Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 34-21 New House
C.F.D. 52-37 Biology
Macks 53-32 Biology
Beppo Nali 57-21 New House
Delta Upsilon 53-32 Blind Faith
Sloan 47-26 Chemistry
B-league
Chocolate City 41-37 Theta Chi
Theta Chi 33-19 Kappa SigmaHydros 37-21 Kappa Sigma
FIJI 'B' 30-20 Duckshovers
Chocolate City 49-20 Duckshovers
Virjins 46-31 Sigma Alpha Epsilon 'B'
Phi Delta Theta 26-16 Burton 1+
Baker Goons 56-24 Ashdown
Ashdown 41-39 SAE Bouncers
Sigma Chi 33-19 Burton 3rdBombers
Beta Theta Pi 37-21 Baker /-Baked Dozen
Sigma Phi Epsilon 'A' 43-22 Baker '/-Baked Dozen
Phi Beta Epsilon 'B' 31-18 Mechanical Engineering
Baker Bullets 52-34 Delta Upsilon
Baker Bullets 38-33 Plumbers
Pi Lambda Phi 'A' 29-25 Delta Upsilon
Pi Lambda Phi'A' 31-17 Phi Kappa Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Pi 43-32 Baskirbaiters
EP's 39-26 Rockers
Theta Xi 31-25 Transportation
Chemical Engineering 42-36 Burton H. Tooey
Theta Delta Chi 'S+1' 34-11 Chi Phi
Zeta Beta Tau 31-30 Burton H. Tooey
C-eague
Jack Florey III 26-25 Holy Rollers
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Burton 1
Kappa Sigma
'D' Bozos
Nuclear Engineering
Sigma Phi Epsilon 'B'
Chem. I!I
Sigma Phi Epsilon 'B'
Conner 3 Propeller
MacCabin
Theory of Computation
EC SW
Lambda Chi Alpha 'C'
Apple Dumpling Gang
New III Stooges
569
Phi Mu Delta
Math
'B'-Entry
Alpha Tau Omega
MacGregor G
Bucky Sims
Beta Theta Pi 'C'
Little Giants
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Vigilantes
Theta Xi Subsonics
The Family
Bexley
Transylvania Trotters
EC 4E
Baker Nits
Russian House
WC 4 Players
Physical Chemistry
TDC Amateurs
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2-0 Air Eagles (forfeit)
35-21 English House
41-22 Snakes
32-9 Snakes
36-20 -l1Turkeys
33-16 EC 4W,
29-22 H- Turkeys
27-20 Burton Smokers
34-8 Number Six 'B'
33-19 Pi Kappa Alpha
38-10 Alpha Epsilon Pi
50-4 Ebony
32-12 Delta Tau Delta
36-14 Phi Kappa Delta
2-0 H-2 Turkeys (forfeit)
24-22 Plumbers 'C'
37-13 FIJI 'C'
76-22 Baker Coolies
40-21 Baker Basketweavers
23-14 EC 3W
26-24 Beta Theta Pi 'C'
17-3 Theta Delta Chi 'C'
12-6 Senior House I
32-16 Burton 5 Smokers 'Z'
37-27 Burton 5 Smokers 'Z'
22-13 Phi Beta 'C'
43-2 Pi Lambda Phi 'C'
37-34 EC 4E
26-17 Bexley
38-14 Phi Beta 'C'
D-leagu e
29-12 Space Cadets
30-16 NRSA 'D'
20-12 Vardebedian House
28-4 Thunderturkeys
18-16 EC Yarboroughs
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PLAT[IGNLIM ITALIC SET
Contralsa fountain pen five
.qmtalic nitis andinstruCtiLon

mantnifa((dforonfy $s.oo...
at art nlatrlaF(-,')ecnshops
cof(cqc ook. stores.. .or send
chicc to 'Penra6 c Corp., 132'
Engineer basketball coach Fran O'Brien talks to-his players during a
time-out in Tuesday's varsity 'B' scrimmage against the Harvard
Classics. MIT opens its season Sunday night at Rockwell Cage-against
Acadia College. Game time is 7pm.
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/ Authentic Chinese Food

l =Vest 22 St., N.y, N.y. 10011

food to go out
597 beacon st., boston

Ad' 50o cents for iiandfing.

(near kenmore sq.
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